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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. 
Adh Mór... 
Welcome to the 2022 SuperValu TidyTowns competition, and like you we are happy that once again we can visit 
and view first hand the great work undertaken by our wonderful TidyTowns volunteers across the country.  We were 
delighted to read that although some of your older members are no longer active, they still form part of the family of 
TidyTowns Listowel.  Have you targeted the new residents in your town and invited them to become friends of your 
group? Sometimes an invitation is all’s that needed and who know some might have skills which will enhance your 
group. 
We read that you compiled your own Three-Year Action Plan.  To be honest when we read ones that have been 
complied by an outside agency who have written five or six in the locality, sometimes they very much read as being 
all the same.  So well done, as truthfully you are the people who know your town and getting expert advice where 
needed is the best way forward.  A small suggestion in the upgrade – put in your partners as this will help you to 
focus on those who can be of assistance.  You rightly display the accolades you have gained over the years 
culminating in the 2018 Tidiest Town Award.  The free North Kerry Advertiser with a circulation of 6,500 per week 
informs the public of your activities and Facebook is updated regularly.  We suggest that you open an Instagram 
account which is what the youth uses and so widen the age profile of your audience.  Having a Junior Tidy Towns 
Group is always positive for a community and your junior group has members from all schools in the locality which is 
excellent as thy will return to the school and hopefully encourage others to become involved.  We are delighted that 
you enjoy participating in the TidyTowns competition which aims to advance each community in the best way it can 
and which is unique to that community.
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You have a wonderful Main Square which is marred unfortunately by the heavy volume of traffic which flows right 
through the centre of your town on the busy N69.  Hopefully at some stage you’ll get a bypass where the road could 
join again around the R523 Junction and then only those with business in the town will enter.  There is a great 
variety of modest two and three storey vernacular buildings, interspersed with fine Georgian houses in Listowel. Add 
to these the key buildings – St. Mary’s RC church, St. John’s Arts Centre, Listowel Castle, the Carnegie Library, the 
Garda Barracks and various bank buildings – which add further beauty and character to the streetscape. We had a 
great view of the fine limestone five-arched road bridge over the River Feale as we walked along the river walk 
towards the Community Orchard and Garden of Europe.   We looked for the Kayaking Launch area where it was 
marked on the map but couldn’t find it. Perhaps this is a Future Project?  There are some very attractive upper 
floors with great plaster relief to many of your buildings – The Maid of Erin, J. McKenna, The Rising Sun, Maison 
deVille etc. We also admired the shopfront of The Rising Sun with the very elaborate console brackets.  We were 
delighted to see that the shop, J.Carmody, which is now a residence still retains its name over the door and window.  
This is an example of protecting our heritage – please compliment the owners for retaining the sign. We encourage 
the owners of the O’Connell shopfront to also retain the sign. Using vacant shops to display information about 
festivals etc is commendable.  A streetscape of empty shop windows is extremely depressing and any activity/ 
display will draw the passer-by to the window.  The seating in The Square will make the area more usable and while 
we visited there were groups of teenagers sitting and chatting.  The new murals are in prominent locations and add 
to the streetscape.  We admired one of the older ones too – The Street – which need a little touch-up.  Remember 
any installation needs maintenance. It is unclear as to who upgraded the buildings in the Kerry Co Co Derelict Sites 
Report – was it the Listowel Tidy Towns group, the owners of the properties or Kerry Co Co?  When the buildings 
awarded the Heritage Grants are completed then include them with before and after photos under this category as 
in the meantime they are Future Projects -  ‘Attached is a list of Buildings Having Work Done.’ The famine graveyard 
project – Teampill Bán  (An Teampaillin Bán) is commendable. This is an area of great importance to Listowel and 
we are delighted that the vision of the Listowel Urban Council in the 1970’s is progressing and the area has become 
a place which you intend to ‘preserve and enhance’.
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Tidy Towns Competition 2022
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Community – Your Planning and Involvement
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Community – Your Planning and Involvement / An Pobal - Pleanáil agus Rannpháirtíocht:

Streetscape & Public Places / Sráid-Dreach & Áiteanna Poiblí:
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Awarded 2022

17/06/2022

03/08/2022



deVille etc. We also admired the shopfront of The Rising Sun with the very elaborate console brackets.  We were 
delighted to see that the shop, J.Carmody, which is now a residence still retains its name over the door and window.  
This is an example of protecting our heritage – please compliment the owners for retaining the sign. We encourage 
the owners of the O’Connell shopfront to also retain the sign. Using vacant shops to display information about 
festivals etc is commendable.  A streetscape of empty shop windows is extremely depressing and any activity/ 
display will draw the passer-by to the window.  The seating in The Square will make the area more usable and while 
we visited there were groups of teenagers sitting and chatting.  The new murals are in prominent locations and add 
to the streetscape.  We admired one of the older ones too – The Street – which need a little touch-up.  Remember 
any installation needs maintenance. It is unclear as to who upgraded the buildings in the Kerry Co Co Derelict Sites 
Report – was it the Listowel Tidy Towns group, the owners of the properties or Kerry Co Co?  When the buildings 
awarded the Heritage Grants are completed then include them with before and after photos under this category as 
in the meantime they are Future Projects -  ‘Attached is a list of Buildings Having Work Done.’ The famine graveyard 
project – Teampill Bán  (An Teampaillin Bán) is commendable. This is an area of great importance to Listowel and 
we are delighted that the vision of the Listowel Urban Council in the 1970’s is progressing and the area has become 
a place which you intend to ‘preserve and enhance’.

Listowel Town Park accessed under the Millennium Arch brings the visitor along the river.  We loved the artwork of 
the Childers Park and Woodlands panel which is very informative in addition to being imaginative. We visited the 
Fruit and Nut Orchard, The Garden of Europe, and the large park itself with its walkways clearly marked.  The 
Garden of Europe was extremely pleasant and we took time to visit the various areas hidden away in this enclave. 
We have a slight problem with what appears to be grave markers at the base of individual trees in this park. This is 
a new phenomenon with some communities and truthful detracts from the area.   Would it not be more suitable to 
have one small panel with a list of those whose loved ones planted a tree in their memory?  In the end the tree is 
only special to those who planted it and they alone need to know which tree is theirs.  The Gurtinard Wood panel is 
interesting and informative.  The trees along the streets and roads around the Listowel Castle/ St John’s Church 
area add greatly to the streetscape of Listowel.  There are a number of areas where plants are in tubs/ containers 
and which we feel would be better in the ground e.g. there are five large containers on an area of tarmacadam 
beside the Classic Movieplex. These should be removed and the complete tarmac area (between the path and the 
road) made into a planting bed. We suggest that you examine other locations where planting troughs/containers 
have been used and see if permanent planting could be installed; particularly in strategic locations for maximum 
effect.  It was disappointing to see that the Pitch and Putt facility was closed when we visited – we couldn’t see any 
indication of opening times. The landscaped area in front of the Listowel Library is quite stunning – compliments to 
all involved.  When the planted area on the Tarbett road is undertaken it will hopefully be low maintenance as some 
planting beds require quite an amount of time to ensure that they are presentable.  Sometime grass and trees are 
the simple and best solution.  Did you consider a native hedge as a replacement for the dead hedge at Teampill Ban 
Famine Graveyard? Personally, we dislike a laurel hedge but we understand why it is popular due to it being 
evergreen.  We were delighted to read that you intend carrying out a dedicated drive to examine trees and remove 
suckers, excess ivy unnecessary stakes and ties etc. This is something to add to your 3 Year Town Plan which 
could be carried out on regular intervals.  You list a number of areas where ongoing maintenance is undertaken in 
this Category by the CE workers and Listowel Municipal Area ground staff.

We love the idea of the tallest sunflower winning a prize for the school and we look froward to seeing the winning 
sunflower in next year’s application form alongside its owner. Well done to the various schools and staff who lead 
the student in the Green Flag Schools awards.  To be aiming for their seventh award is some achievement and we 
wish the Convent Primary School the very best.  Major remedial works were undertaken by the OPW on a section of 
the River Feale’s bank.  While not very pretty at the moment the rocks will in time have plants growing and withing a 
few years the area will be green as before and full of wildlife.  In addition to Save the Bees we encourage you to 
inform the public of all our pollinators and to plant with all pollinators in mind.  Insect Hotels were a trend with 
TidyTowns groups some years back and we note that you have removed yours and given it to a member of the 
public. Insects will live under stones, bushes, rotten wood etc and so a dedicated hotel, while being of interest to 
small children, did no more than the natural environment to encourage our insects.  Would you consider organising 
a guided biodiversity and wildflower walk for the public in the Town Park and Community Orchard?  This is easy to 
arrange and people love to take part in such walks. We were delighted that you have purchased a mulching mower 
– collecting grass is such a waste.  Leaving large tracts of unmown grass in park areas which are not used for play 
or for walking is admirable as these will in time become wildflower areas. You mention that two of your team checks 
the bird and bat boxes regularly – any update? Are they yet in use? Do you have swift boxes installed too? Swifts 
too need help as their population is in decline.

ESB fast charge points for electric cars are becoming a normal sight in our larger towns and Listowel has a number 
of these in prominent locations.  We read that the public lighting is being replaced by LEDs as is being undertaken 
throughout Ireland in an effort to reduce our carbon footprint.  It is excellent that businesses are also undertaking 
this change to LEDs.  Do you know if the schools have done the same? We note that you mention in Item 4 New ‘a 
person who will take all of our grass cuttings’ …. but do you not have a grass mulching mower?  Nice to see the well 
painted old P&T box being used as a home for a defibrillator.   We were delighted to see the water station at the 
community building in the Town Park particularly as you have the Park Run in the Town Park and fresh water is 
necessary for those participating.  Have you any other water stations around the town?  We looked (and asked) but 
to no avail. This is something you might consider installing in the Square.  You list a number of events (21 in total) 
which are ongoing/ maintained but the one which caught our eye was the ‘Alternate Fashion Event’ which is held 
during September Race Week – sounds like a bit of fun!

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:



Your annual Spring Clean took part on April 3rd of the approach roads and from April 4th – 8th for the remainder of 
the town. Did many participate this year? We read that the Early Morning Litter Pick initiated by The Community and 
Business Alliance Group is still active with members from different organisations including Tidy Towns involved. The 
beautiful box hedging of the Fáilte go Lios Tuathail on the approach road (opposite the Listowel Racecourse) is 
marred somewhat by the commercial /community signage close by.  Both should be removed.  The Recycling 
Centre in the carpark to the rear of St Mary’s RC church was fairly tidy although a black refuse sack had been left 
which might encourage others to do likewise if it wasn’t removed quickly.  The Recycling Centre off Charles Street is 
located in a busy carpark and with its great number of bins, it is well used. A small about of carboard beer boxes 
had been left but we are sure these would have been removed quickly. The Ball Alley near the river with its new 
paintwork wall panels is very overground and needs attention.  You mentioned that ‘It has also taken on a new like 
as part of Listowel’s outdoor entertainment’.  Truthfully there is no evidence of this space being used as it is full of 
weed growth and ivy trailing down the walls. If this is not being used as a ball alley could some other use be found?  
There is a slab of limestone set into the pavement in the Square (near the Arts Centre) and try as hard as we could 
we did not make out what it said.  Maybe pick out the words using white paint? It seems a pity not to be able to read 
it. The ‘Clean Up Boards’ are a great idea and give the local areas notice of when volunteers are required in a 
specific area.  Dividing the town into areas where groups are designated to litter pick always works and we are 
happy to see that you undertake this approach to litter, weeds, painting jobs etc.  The Perspex of some of the 
Heritage Trail signs (in the park near the river and also in the Square) needs to be cleaned as at present they are 
difficult to read.  When signs such as these are installed, maintenance must be considered. As a point of 
information, a vertical sign rather than one on a slant is easier to maintain.  Have you considered painting ‘Clean up 
After you Dog’ signs on pavements where dog fouling is an ongoing problem?  We have been told by communities 
that this work better than signs on poles.  The new foot operated smart solar bins in the Square were noted.

to no avail. This is something you might consider installing in the Square.  You list a number of events (21 in total) 
which are ongoing/ maintained but the one which caught our eye was the ‘Alternate Fashion Event’ which is held 
during September Race Week – sounds like a bit of fun!

There are great varieties of house types and styles in Listowel.  Single storey properties set in their own landscaped 
grounds greets the visitor entering the town from various directions.  Modest single and two storey terraced houses 
line many of the side streets while in the centre of the town imposing two and three storey houses surround the 
Square. The modest houses on Upper William Street are of particular architectural merit and are well maintained by 
the owners. We were delighted to see that some of these retain the original timber fretwork to the dormers. We note 
that the Best Kept Estate and Gardens competition resumed in 2021 and while you didn’t have a community night of 
Awards Presentation the winners still received their recognition.  Let’s hope this year it will be an event for all to 
attend.  New social housing was built in Dun Alline and Cliveragh Estate was extended to add to the housing 
number in Listowel.  As with all new areas planting will make an enormous difference to the environment and we 
encourage you to advise the residents on plant and tree selection. Are there any plans to use existing unoccupied 
properties within the main streets as additional housing? Maybe undertake a survey of the unoccupied buildings 
within the main streets of the town centre and see if the owners could be convinced to reimagine the use of their 
derelict/ unoccupied buildings as residences.   We admired the Kenny Heights area – trim back the shrub that’s 
encroaching on the name.  The simplicity of the sign for Ferndene is perfect – it clearly indicates the entrance to this 
well-maintained estate. The ivy on the long entrance wall gives great cover for insects and birds.  Ashfield residents 
equally had ivy clad walls and the communal spaces well maintained with low ground cover and a variety of trees.  
The Best Kept Large Estate signs were noted – proudly displayed walls.  Healthy competition is always welcome.

Disabled parking bays, were noted in strategic locations around the town. The one near the church needs to be 
repainted. The green finger post directional Heritage signs are extremely pleasant and although small, are quite 
legible.  Compliments to KCC -on the size and locations of these.  Very often it is felt that large signs are required 
and unfortunately these are often unsightly and detract from the streetscape.  Generally, pavements in the main 
streets are in good condition in Listowel.  Some less travelled streets have cracked concrete paths which we must 
assume will be repaired shortly as, in some cases, these are quite unsightly and a trip hazard. Road surfaces are 
generally good but road markings are quite worn around the town and should be repainted soon.  The roundabout 
near the Classic Movieplex is ‘unfortunate’ – perhaps some permanent planting instead of the cobblelock with the 
planting trough on top would improve it?  Elsewhere arbitrarily placed planting troughs on traffic islands, beside the 
grotto etc. do nothing for an area and are unnecessary.  If possible, remove planting from troughs and containers 
and put directly into the ground.  We look forward to the North Kerry Greenway – we visited the site and saw that 
groundworks have started.

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

What a great display of medals and certificates you have on display in the shop window in William Street.  Here too 
you also notify the public of clean-up days etc.  We assume you also inform the public of webinars/ events /projects 
being organised by you and others which may be of interest?  
While the ‘Fixits’ list is welcome we advise that you incorporate it into the Application Form under the relevant 
categories next year rather than it being a separate document for the adjudicator to open.  This is also advisable for 
all of the other separate word documents that you submitted as it’s quite time consuming for the adjudicator when 
he/she has to open and close individual documents.  
It was a pleasure to visit Listowel and see the improvements made.  We note your mention of the Sustainable 
Development Goals and we encourage you to develop this for next year. 
Thank you for entering the SuperValu Tidy Towns 2021 competition.



This adjudicator was delighted to visit Listowel again for the first time in several years.  The overall presentation was 
at the high standard as remembered and many improvements were also noted.  The approach brought the 
adjudicator over the Feale and the hanging baskets on the bridge create an attractive welcome to your town.  We 
were delighted to see new bike lanes on widened footpaths, a great addition.  Utility works were underway on 
adjudication day, making traffic heavier in some areas than usual.  This didn’t affect adjudication and is taken into 
account. 

Listowel was not, unfortunately, litter-free on adjudication day.  In your main square, several items were noted 
including food wrappers and a face mask. However, no aged litter was noted and cigarette butts and chewing gum – 
banes of many a busy street -  were absent. Well done.  A mutt-mitt dispenser was well-stocked and your Town 
Park was entirely litter-free on the day.  A lovely visit to your park was enjoyed. The splendid paintwork on the 
Community Centre is really transformative.  This and the adjacent tennis courts and playground were very busy on 
adjudication day.  The pitch and putt facility was again closed but lots of people were out on the course regardless.  
Nearby, we noted the ‘Low-Mow’ grass management with approval. There are many Ash trees in the park and 
replacements for these should be planned now in light of Ash Die-back disease.  The new (to this adjudicator) sign 
for Childer’s Park at the Gurtinard end was covered with algae but could readily be cleaned.  

Nearby, some utilities works have just finished on Slí na Coille and some tree-planting on t essential boundary here 
would be great.  Another new bike lane was found on Church Road – great! St. Michael’s College has had a 
makeover since our last visit and it looks really well.  No Green Flag was flying on day of visit though.  Across the 
road, Kerry College had theirs on display and the grounds looked good too.  Scoil Realta na Maidine looked terrific, 
congratulations to all staff and pupils. 

The commercial premises of Listowel are one of the real assets of your town and we echo here the comments of the 
1st Round Adjudicator on the retention of the superb plasterwork that has become synonymous with your 
streetscape.  There are too many fine shopfronts to list here but catching the eye on the day included such premises 
as Woulf’s Bookshop, Turas Nua, The Horseshoe Bar, Lizzy’s,The Shebeen, Church Street Tattoo, Con Dillon’s, 
Allo’s and John R's Food Hall.  Landmark Premises such as Lynch’s and Carroll’s looked better than ever.  The 
Credit Union and Carnegie Library both looked very sharp.  

While there are few tidiness issues to be addressed, we’d encourage you to keep an eye on your Heritage Trail 
signs for readability and cleanliness.  Your streetscape was a delight as always.  The main square has new benches 
and covered areas and a super job has been done on the planting here.  Invasive species are an issue for Listowel 
but you are taking action against these and indeed on day of visit some Himalayan Balsam had been pulled.  Very 
good.  

Congratulations on all that you have achieved here in Listowel and thank you for the hard work that you are still 
putting in to your lovely town.

Second Round Adjudication:

It was a pleasure to visit Listowel and see the improvements made.  We note your mention of the Sustainable 
Development Goals and we encourage you to develop this for next year. 
Thank you for entering the SuperValu Tidy Towns 2021 competition.


